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The size dependene of the ferroeletri properties of BaTiO3 nanowires is studied from rst-
priniples. We show that the ferroeletri distortion along the wire axis disappears below a ritial
diameter of about 1.2 nm. This disappearane is related to a global ontration of the unit ell
resulting from low atomi oordinations at the wire surfae. It is shown that a ferroeletri distortion
an be reovered under appropriate tensile strain onditions.
Ferroeletri oxides onstitute an important lass
of multifuntional ompounds, attrative for numerous
tehnologial appliations
1
. Pushed by the miniatur-
ization onstraints imposed by future devies, there is
now an inreasing interest in the synthesis and use
of nanosized ferroeletris
2
. Nowadays, various ferro-
eletri nanostrutures  ultrathin lms
3,4
, nanowires
5
,
nanotubes
6,7
, nanoislands
8
 an be grown with ontrol
at the atomi sale. However, bringing ferroeletris to
the nanosale raises fundamental questions.
Ferroeletriity is a olletive eet, resulting from
a deliate balane between short-range and long-range
Coulomb interations. In onned strutures, both in-
terations are modied with respet to the bulk and it
is ommonly believed that ferroeletriity is altered and
eventually totally suppressed when the system reahes a
ritial size sometimes referred to as the ferroeletri or-
relation volume
1
. First-priniples simulations are a fun-
damental tool to understand size eets in ferroeletris
9
.
Reent rst-priniples studies provided valuable insight
into the behavior of thin lms and highlighted the ruial
role of the depolarizing eld
10,11,12
. A few works based on
eetive Hamiltonians
13,14
and shell models
15
also on-
sidered other low dimensional systems, suh as nanorods
and nanodisks. However, despite these eorts, very little
is known on the evolution of ferroeletri properties in
nanowires with respet to their size and shape.
In this letter, we investigate from rst-priniples the in-
uene of nite-size eets on the ferroeletri properties
of BaTiO3 nanowires. We identify a ritial diameter be-
low whih the ferroeletri distortion along the wire axis
is totally suppressed. We assign this behavior to surfae
atomi relaxation eets. Below the ritial diameter,
a ferroeletri state an be reovered under appropriate
tensile strain onditions. The ruial role of the longi-
tudinal interatomi oupling along TiO hains and the
weak interhain interations are also disussed.
We fous on stoihiometri innite BaTiO3 nanowires.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, we onsider model systems built
from individual BaTiO3 lusters that are assembled into
innite hains, themselves ombined into wires of inreas-
ing diameters. These stoihiometri wires have two BaO
and two TiO2 lateral surfaes, as displayed in Fig. 1(d).
This asymmetry is responsible for a dipole perpendiular
to the wire axis. However, it will not be further disussed
sine it is not relevant to the present study
16
. In what fol-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) BaTiO3 stoihiometri wires: BaTiO3
lusters (a) assemble into innite hains (b), themselves gath-
ered into nanowires (). The diameter of the nanowires is de-
ned from the number of TiO hains (n) assembled together
within the wire. Panels () and (d) orrespond to n = 4.
lows, we will fous on the eventual disappearane of the
ferroeletri instability along the wire diretion z. The
equilibrium lattie parameter along z will be referred to
as a0, and the wire diameter will be speied by an inte-
ger n that orresponds to the number of Ti-O hains that
are gathered together within the wire. The alternating
Ti-O distanes along z will be alled d1 and d2, as shown
in Fig. 1(b).
Our alulations have been performed within the lo-
al density approximation (LDA) to density funtional
theory (DFT) using a numerial atomi orbital method
as implemented in the Siesta ode
17
. Tehnial details
are similar to those of Ref. 18. Some of the alulations
have been double heked using the abinit pakage
19
.
Periodi replias of the wires are separated by more than
10 Å of vauum. We expliitly heked that the replia
of the wire generated by periodi boundary onditions
is not aeting our results
20
. The atomi positions have
been relaxed until the maximum omponent of the fore
on any atom is smaller than 0.01 eV/Å.
For the thinnest wire (n = 1, Fig. 1(b)) the bond
lengths and the equilibrium lattie onstant a0 of the
relaxed struture reported in Table I are signiantly
shorter than in bulk. This an be explained from the
low oordination of the dierent atoms in the struture,
2TABLE I: Interatomi distanes and equilibrium lattie pa-
rameter a0 along the wire axis, for the n = 1 wire. OI (resp.
OII) refers to oxygen atoms along the TiO (resp. BaO)
hains. Results for the bulk ubi paraeletri unit ell of
BaTiO3 are shown for omparison. Units in Å.
Ti-OI Ba-OII Ba-Ti a0
Wire 1.88 2.52 3.07 3.60
Bulk 1.97 2.78 3.41 3.94
the lak of some interations being ompensated by the
strengthening of the the remaining bonds. The system
remains insulating with a bandgap of 3.3 eV. The relaxed
struture presents a plane of symmetry perpendiular to
z (d1 = d2) and is therefore not spontaneously polar-
ized along the wire diretion, demonstrating that ferro-
eletriity has disappeared. However, imposing a tensile
strain, we an reover a polar strutural distortion along
the Ti-O hains (d1 6= d2) above a ritial lattie on-
stant ac = 4.05 Å. This strain indued phase transition
is seond order. Above ac, both d1 − d2 and the polar-
ization, alulated from the Berry phase approah,
21,22
inrease linearly with a0.
The fully relaxed n = 4 wire, shown in Fig. 1(), is
also non-polar along z. However, ac has been redued to
3.88 Å and a0 is now larger (3.80 Å) as expeted from
the inrease of the mean atomi oordination numbers
with respet to the n = 1 wire. Figure 2 represents the
evolution of a0 and ac for wires of inreasing n. We ob-
serve that the dierene, ac−a0, progressively dereases.
A rossover between both urves is observed at nc = 9,
that orresponds to a diameter of 1.2 nm. Above nc,
unonstrained wires are ferroeletri whereas below this
value, a spontaneous polarization only appears under ten-
sile strain.
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FIG. 2: Evolution of ac (white diamonds) and a0 (blak di-
amonds) as a funtion of the number n of TiO hains in a
transverse setion of the wire.
In Fig. 2, ac keeps a nearly onstant value around
3.85 Å (exept for n = 1) while the disappearane of
the ferroeletri distortion at small sizes originates from
the progressive derease of a0. The ferroeletri behav-
ior of nanowires appears therefore to be monitored by
the strong sensitivity of ferroeletriity to the unit ell
volume, the latter aeted by low oordination eets at
free surfaes. As n inreases, we reover a polar distor-
tion, however, its amplitude only progressively inreases
as a0 slowly evolves to its bulk value.
Similarly, below nc, a seond-order phase transition to
a polar state is observed under tensile strain, but the
resulting polarization strongly depends on the lattie pa-
rameter. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for n = 4, where
we quantify the polar distortion through the anisotropy
of the interatomi distanes (d2 − d1) along the distint
Ti-O hains. This provides a qualitative measure of the
ontributions to the polarization of the individual hains
sine the Born eetive harges (along z) are reasonably
similar from one hain to the other (variations smaller
than 20 %
23
). The strong inhomogeneity of the distor-
tions for the dierent Ti-O hains highlights a deep in-
uene of the surfae: the ferroeletri distortion paral-
lel to the wire surfae is enhaned at TiO2 surfaes and
redued around the BaO surfaes, a feature similar to
what was previously reported for free-standing slabs
24
.
Note that the transition to the polar state does not o-
ur at the same lattie onstant in the dierent hains,
giving rise, within a given range of lattie onstants, to
mixed ferroeletri-paraeletri states in these nanosized
systems.
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FIG. 3: Loal distortions as a funtion of the lattie parameter
for the n = 4 wire. Labels of the hains as in Fig. 1(d).
The distint behavior of the dierent Ti-O hains
within the same wire suggests weak inter-hain intera-
tions. This is further onrmed by the fat that the po-
larization of eah hain an be reversed almost indepen-
dently, with very small hanges in the total energy of the
system and in the amplitude of the polar displaements.
It is the longitudinal oupling of the atomi displae-
ments inside individual TiO hains that appears as the
main origin of the ferroeletri distortion. This behavior
is similar to what was previously reported for the bulk
25
.
In the phonon dispersion urves of BaTiO3
26
, the unsta-
ble ferroeletri mode at Γ remains similarly unstable at
X and M but not at R, pointing out a strong anisotropy
of the interatomi fore onstants
25
, a signiant ou-
3pling of the atomi displaement along TiO hains, and
the absene of strong interhain interations. The result-
ing "hain-like" harater of the ferroeletri instability
is intrinsi to BaTiO3. It is preserved in nanowires and
provides a general argument to understand the survival
of ferroeletriity along the wire axis down to very small
radii. The situation might be dierent in other om-
pounds suh as PbTiO3 in whih the ferroeletri insta-
bility is more isotropi
26
.
In summary, the ferroeletri behavior of innite sto-
ihiometri BaTiO3 nanowires has been studied from
rst-priniples. In BaTiO3, the ferroeletri instabil-
ity exhibits a marked "hain-like" harater so that, in
nanowires, it ould a priori be preserved down to very
small sizes. Nevertheless, at small radii, low atomi o-
ordinations at the surfae produe a ontration of the
unit ell that is responsible for the suppression of the fer-
roeletri distortion at a ritial radius estimated around
1.2 nm. Below this radius the ferroeletri distortion has
disappeared at the equilibrium volume but an be reov-
ered under appropriate tensile strain onditions.
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